Physical rationale behind the nonlinear enthalpy-entropy compensation in DNA duplex stability.
The physical-chemical sense of nonlinear entropy-enthalpy compensation based upon the standard thermodynamical parameters of high-temperature melting for doublet units in DNA duplexes has been considered. We are able to show that there are three, with no other constraints equally plausible, principal levels of DNA melting/hybridization description. First, DNA structure assembly/disassembly can be seen from the viewpoint of the conventional equilibrium thermodynamics without taking special care of the heat capacity DeltaC(p) value (by simply setting it equal to zero). Second, it is possible to assume that the DeltaC(p) is finite, but independent of temperature. At this approximation level the high-temperature DNA melting cannot be described, but only some special transition between metastable states of DNA duplexes in water solutions in the vicinity of ice melting point. Third, both the latter transition and the high-temperature DNA melting can be reproduced by one and the same approach, if the DeltaC(p) is assumed to be temperature dependent. These three approximation levels are equally justified from the nonlinear entropy-enthalpy compensation standpoint and by a generalized theory of temperature effects on themodynamical stability as is outlined here. Applicability of each of the approximation levels involved is discussed.